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Abstract  

Nowadays, cities have to deal with complexity. In this article we argue that the City Monitor for 

Sustainable Urban Development in the Flanders (Belgium) acknowledges complexity. This set of almost 

200 SDIs (Sustainable Development Indicators) contains actor-exceeding and policy-exogenous 

information. On that account this learning instrument is relevant for all actors involved in the urban 

(sustainable) development of their city and is able to enhance and to sharpen the quality of strategic 

urban debates and complex decision-making processes. Our intensive co-design approach of the City 

Monitor also succeeds to deal adequate with the tensions of complex catch-all terms such as (urban) 

sustainability. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In 2011 the Flemish Urban Policy will present the fourth edition of the City Monitor for 

sustainable Flemish Cities. The first edition was developed between 2001 and 20041. That 

project fits with an international trend of ‘indicator industry’ (King et al. 2000) and was 

strongly promoted by Chapter 40 of Agenda 21 which stated that “SDI’s need to be developed 

to provide solid bases for decision-making at all levels and to contribute to a self-regulatory 

sustainability of integrated environment and development systems” (United Nations 1992). 

Governments all over the world demonstrate optimism in SDIs as a solution to inadequacies in 

decision-making processes and scholars from different branches have proposed ways of 

measuring progress towards sustainability (Hezri et al. 2004; Rosenström et al. 2007).  

 

We can describe the City Monitor (too) simply as a generically developed monitoring 

instrument existing from almost 200 SDIs that all urban stakeholders can use as an input for 

strategic debates and decision-making processes. This monitor does not contain impact, effect 

or performance measurements, but only actor-exceeding and policy-exogenous information. 

This emerged from a complexity-acknowledging perspective. In part 2 of this article we explain 

more extensive why we prefer this perspective above an order-seeking view. In part 3 we 

illustrate and discuss the added value of an intensive co-design approach to unravel the 

complex concept ‘urban sustainability’ with the intention of developing relevant ISDs for 13 

Flemish cities. 

 

2. Complexity and indicators 

 

2.1. Complexity as starting point 

 

More and more urban governments have to deal with globalization, a network society (Castells 

1996), a risk society (Beck 1992), an information society (Webster 2002), an intercity 

competition (MacLeod et al. 1999; Healey 2007), unplanned dynamics (Batty 2007), demands 

for more and better public services, etc. For researchers and for policy makers there are 

different ways to deal with this complexity. Relevant to our analysis here is Teisman’s ‘ideal-

typical’ distinction (based on system-theoretical thinking) between an order-seeking and a 

                                                 
1
 The Flemish Community financed this project which was carried out by researchers of the Centre for Sustainable 

Development (CSD - Ghent University), the Centre for Local Politics (CLP - Ghent University) and the Department of 
Governance and Policy (University College Ghent). 
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complexity-acknowledging perspective (Teisman 2005). According to the first perspective, 

complex systems are intricate variants of simple systems and are hence knowable and can be 

steered and controlled with strong leadership, solid coordination, powerful 

(planning)instruments and/or high-quality guidance information. In the complexity-

acknowledging perspective, it is the composite character of complex systems that commands 

the central focus. From this perspective, systems are composed of multiple subsystems that 

are loosely held together and develop as the segments influence each other in unpredictable 

ways. Here, chaos reigns within an environment where variables do indeed impact upon, and 

interact with, one another, yet with barely a presence of stable causal connections (Stacey 

1996; Teisman 2005). We tend to find the order-seeking perspective with more rational, 

mechanical, linear and hierarchical approaches to decision-making, while a complexity-

acknowledging perspective is strongly present in incremental, organic and network approaches 

(cf. infra). The distinction can also to a large extent be traced back to the difference between 

prescriptive or normative theories on the one hand, and descriptive theories on the other 

hand. This difference frequently renders discussions about such theories somewhat artificial 

(Smith et al. 1980). We are also fully aware that most theories can be positioned on this 

continuum somewhere in between these ‘naïve’ extremes. However, researchers who develop 

indicators always have – mostly only implicit – a perspective about the role and function of 

their monitor.  

 

We started from a rather complexity-acknowledging perspective to work out our set of SDIs. In 

order to explain to all actors involved in the design process and to define the ‘City Monitor’, 

we developed in cooperation (first with a Flemish steering committee and later with all 

stakeholders from the cities involved, cf. infra) a working definition at the beginning of the 

project. This definition contains two important strategic goals: Firstly, the City Monitor is an 

instrument intended for all actors involved in urban development and must fit within a 

governance setting. Secondly, the set of SDIs must provide adequate support for strategic 

debates and decision making processes, especially concerning the urban sustainability. These 

goals requires indicators which show the state of the city or societally relevant evolutions. 

Consequently the City Monitor does not consists of the most popular measurements: impact, 

effect or performance indicators (e.g. the Balance Scorecard developed by Kaplan and Norton, 

Effectiveness analysis, the excellence model of the European Foundation of Quality 

Management, the Common Assessment Framework, etc.).  
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2.2. Actor-exceeding and policy-exogenous information for a ‘governance’ setting  

 

Over the last few decades and in many European countries, urban government went through 

an era of transformation to meet the manifold challenges it had to confront (Denters et al. 

2005). As a result, public decision-making is ever more the immediate outcome of a process 

that proceeds via networks and spans various levels and different scales, and less and less 

often a process within the context of formal, institutional, and bureaucratic government 

frameworks at just one single policy level. ‘Government’ then switches to the popular 

container concept of ‘multi-actor and multi-level governance’ (Pierre et al. 2000; John 2001). 

Multi-actor governance relates to a certain ‘horizontalisation’: the subsystems of government, 

market and society become more tightly interwoven through which public and (semi) private 

actors steer society dually. Multi-actor governance in turn gives rise to a large number of 

hybrid and rather informal ‘autonomous self-governing networks’ (Rhodes 1990; Stoker 1998), 

governing institutions to which (semi) public and (semi) private actors can belong, policy 

initiatives from the bottom up, etc. The multi-level component points to the fact that policy 

making and policy implementation take place at, and across, a variety of different levels or 

scales. Changing partnerships, interactions, and reciprocal dependency amongst the various 

government levels (e.g., local, provincial, regional, national, European, international) manifest 

in this a strong or indispensable presence.  

 

We need to consider the fact that since ‘governance’ is ever more explicitly becoming a 

conspicuous element2, we ought to place a more central focus on our ways of dealing with 

knowledge and data (Pierre et al. 2000), in particular when sustainability is our goal (Brodhag 

1999). As a result the City Monitor contains only actor-exceeding and/or policy-exogenous 

information relating to the urban environment. This applies to social and ecological evolutions, 

political developments, society needs, patterns of values, the economic climate, demographic 

evolutions, etc. in each Flemish city3. The choice of proceeding with these kinds of indicators 

ties in with an international trend to gather policy-exogenous information (the so-called ‘state 

monitoring’). We are referring here to the ‘Urban Audit’ and the European Community, the 

‘State of the English Cities’ (ODPM 2006) and the Dutch ‘The State of the City’ (Knowledge 

Centre Major Cities 2003). The OECD has recently converted to a similar constructivist 

approach on measuring progress of societies, both at the national and at the local levels (OECD 

                                                 
2
 A number of authors do indeed recognize the above-mentioned complexity but contend that the government 

trend towards multi-level governance is not, however, as clear-cut and absolute as is generally proclaimed.  
3
 The scale of the indicators generally corresponds to the borders of the city (not a district or neighbourhood scale).  
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2007). The implementation research within the project (cf. infra) results in the observation 

that the use of that kind of monitoring depends to a great extent on the nature, intensity and 

focus of the attitude of the (local) authorities with regard to the state of the city. Our research 

concluded that, above all, the effects of changing leadership, the impact of organisational 

changes and the signals of supra-local governments can lead to a general change of attitude 

towards the use of ‘state’ indicators. We conclude here that a certain attitude towards the 

external state of the reality (in the city or in the wider world) is not stable: it can evolve 

towards more openness or towards a more internal focus and it can differ in the different 

departments and sectors. 

 

2.3. Supporting strategic debate and (indirect) complex decision making 

 

According to our complexity-acknowledging perspective any decision, plan or instrument (such 

as the City Monitor) is seen as a (small) part within a tangled web of processes. Followers of 

this perspective argue that strategic decisions are given form and content within a governance 

setting (cf. supra) and in which often an unplanned or accidental convergence of 

circumstances determines the decision-making (Cohen et al. 1972; Kingdon,1984), or whereby 

only very incrementally – either through a learning process or not – decisions are reached 

(Lindblom 1959; Quinn 1980; Mintzberg et al. 1998; Teisman 2000). In short, we do not hold to 

the attractive idea that a set of ISDs should drive or shape (strategic) policy. The direct impact 

of a monitor is generally rather ‘relative’ within complex decision making processes. 

 

Therefore, the City Monitor must be considered as a learning tool for all actors involved in 

urban development. Local politicians, local civil servants, the civil society, companies, citizens, 

etc. are able to find out whether or not the city is evolving in the desired direction and where 

problems are manifested. The overall aim of the City Monitor is to enhance and to sharpen the 

quality of strategic urban debates and (indirect) decision-making processes of all urban actors. 

As already mentioned, the City Monitor does not have any indicators to examine the actual 

impact or performance of one particular policy. Therefore the City Monitor is certainly not an 

evaluation tool of operational programmes of particular departments. The City Monitor can be 

seen as an evaluation tool at a very general level, as an evaluation of the collective effects on 

the urban society of all the actions and efforts by the different public and private actors. 

Although it is intended for everyone involved in urban development, the City Monitor in the 

first place serves the policy debates at the level of the city council, the executive body, the 
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management committee, i.e., those collective organisations responsible for overall city 

authority operations and for main policy directions.  

 

3. Unravelling urban sustainability: from principles to ISDs 

 

Researchers of Ghent University and Ghent University College followed a two-track strategy to 

develop the City Monitor: Track 1 started first, in November 2001, and focused more on 

implementation aspects for the organisation, administration and public policy: what are the 

needs concerning indicators and monitoring? And later: what is the practical use? Track 2 

started in April 2002 and is related to the development of content and technical aspects of the 

monitor. The simultaneous institution of an implementation research in addition to the 

technical development of SDIs is quite useful, because it provides us with a realistic view on 

the possibilities and the added value and benefits of the monitoring instrument. A thorough 

description of this approach and the results can be found in Block et al. (2008), Van Assche et 

al. (2010) and Block et al. (2011). In this paper we focus on one part of track 1, namely the 

disentanglement of the complex catch-all term ‘urban sustainability’ in a participative way. 

 

3.1. From concepts to a vision: sustainability principles and activities 

 

There is not a dominating method to unravel the concept of (urban) sustainability or to select 

ISDs. Off course, there are some interesting stepping stones. The ‘Bellagio principles’ (Hardi 

and Zdan 1997)4 point among others to the importance of a prior vision forming process, a 

holistic perspective and a good balance of social, economic and ecological considerations. We 

can also refer to the Brundtland report ‘Our Common Future’ (WCED 1987) and to the UN 

Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro (1992). Our general 

interpretation of sustainable development aligns with these well respected principles and 

definitions. Even though we had some normative starting points about sustainable 

development, we still needed to make numerous choices in order to select and to develop 

relevant ISDs in a concrete way. For instance, ‘environmental sustainability’ is an abstraction or 

a symbol, but not directly measurable (Masnavi 2007).  

 

The most crucial choice concerned the classification to operationalise the concepts of urban 

sustainability to a greater extent. In the literature we found a fairly large number of different 

                                                 
4
 An update of the Bellagio Principles has been released by IISD and OECD in 2009 as BellagioSTAMP: Sustainability 

Assessment and Measurement Principles. 
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classifications for examining these container concepts. The most important perspectives we 

examined were based on (1) forms of capital, principles and/or dimensions (e.g. Spangenberg 

and Bonniot 1998; Rotmans et al. 2000; Spangenberg 2002 (see figure 1); Hezri et al. 2004; 

Masnavi 2007); (2) stakeholders, actors and/or target groups (e.g. Balance Scorecard); (3) 

policy fields, policy sectors, departments, etc. (see for instance policy documents in every city) 

and (4) strategic goals, objectives, priorities and/or functions (MacLaren (1996) addresses this 

as a ‘goal-based framework’).  

 

Figure 1: Prism of Sustainability (Spangenberg 2002) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

In the context of the project to construct the City Monitor, we opted (after broad consultation 

of the Flemish and local stakeholders) for a combination of several perspectives. Therefore an 

innovative vision for a sustainable Flemish city was developed on the basis of a ‘vision matrix’ 

in which four leading principles of (urban) sustainability are interwoven with the main 

activities in cities. The leading principles result from the 4 recurrent forms of capital or  

dimensions (see fig. 1) and our normative starting points. See table 1 for a summary of the 

leading principles of the City Monitor.    

 

Table 1: The 4 major sustainability principles of the City Monitor 

Economic principle 

In a sustainable city, there is lively development with a diversity of activities that generate a social 

added value. In this respect, it is important that in the city, demand (requirements, wishes, purchasing 

power, etc.) and supply (products, services, voluntary efforts, etc.) are geared to each other. The 

regulation of demand and supply occurs in an optimum way, in other words, the quantitative 

(quantities) and qualitative (e.g. the diversity of supply functions) aspects and dimensions are taken into 

consideration. A wide variety of activities can be developed from this inspiring confrontation of demand 

and supply. 

Environmental dimension 

Institutional  

dimension 

Economic dimension Social dimension 
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Social principle 

In a sustainable city, social justice plays a key role (intra-generational solidarity). This means among 

other things that all forms of social exclusion and poverty are combated, the principle of equal 

opportunities and the (re)distribution principles are respected, and that there is open-mindedness with 

regard to diversity (this includes respect, tolerance, solidarity with regard to other cultures, etc.) 

 

Physical-ecological principles 

The intergenerational justice is mainly translated into ecological preconditions because the natural 

resources are and continue to be the physical foundation for development, today and in the future. In a 

sustainable city, the use of natural resources must therefore remain within the limits of the 

‘environmental use space’
5
 and attention is paid to the quality of the environment and the quality of 

green and natural areas. The design, the organisation and the maintenance of the infrastructure and the 

public space also contribute to the sustainability of urban life. For this reason, attention is also given to 

the quality of the infrastructure and the space (e.g. multiple or multifunctional use). 

 

Institutional principles 

Sustainable cities are not solely a responsibility of the government. The government cannot solve the 

problems on its own and it is not the only actor to create development opportunities. This implies that 

governments and urban actors are partners on a journey towards sustainability. This relates to the 

quality of the general civil culture, of the organisations and of the processes that are employed to 

govern society at the urban level. These qualities are public trust and legitimacy, openness (the city in 

relation to the suburbs, to other cities, to regionalisation, Europeanisation and globalisation), collective 

responsibility (of all social actors), participation in all walks of life, accountability in public debate. 

Steering the urban society requires also particular attention for the role of the government in and of the 

city: subsidiarity (spreading and sharing of responsibility), efficiency (of services, governmental 

organisations and policy), legitimate and correct government, openness, participation and responsibility, 

integration and co-ordination (within and between authorities). 

 

After a broad consultation round the rows of the vision matrix contain 8 ‘activity domains’, i.e. 

living, learning and education, working and enterprise, safety and protection, care and social 

welfare, culture and free time, transportation and mobility, nature and the environment. Our 

principles brought in the normative framework, the activities kept the usefulness and 

recognition. Where the rows and columns cross over, we see the intentions: what should 

happen or be present in a sustainable city according to all involved actors. This generic vision 

                                                 
5
 The environmental use space indicates the limits of the environmental use that may not be exceeded if we want to 

maintain a pleasant environmental system for future generations. These limits are of course subject to social 
discussions. 
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was worked out in a participative way (cf. infra: part 3.2). By selecting this matrix, we try to 

encourage a new view of the city (integration and coordination based on principles), without 

losing sight of the political and administrative realities (domain of activity closely correspond 

to the frequent policy domains or departments). Most of the (local) politicians and public 

servants involved considered this approach refreshing. A comprehensive policy approach is 

developed but, one that adds little to what already exists, it does however, promote a way of 

applying sustainable development to the routine of decision-makers. In total, 175 intentions or 

objectives were formulated (examples cf. infra)6, spread across the 8 activity domains and the 

4 principles. These intentions are not, by any means, meant to be judged in their own right. 

The intentions must nearly always be seen in combination with other intentions from the 

relevant activity domain or principle. In many cases, combinations need to be made with 

(groups of) intentions from the other activity domains and/or principles.  

 

3.2. Urban sustainability and intersubjective knowledge 

 

Unravelling complex and normative concepts such as ‘urban sustainability’ find benefit in an 

approach explicitly based on intersubjective knowledge. The City Monitor is therefore not a 

theoretically deductive product, but rather an inductive result of a design process with the 

input of academic experts, Flemish civil servants and many local stakeholders, which dovetails 

with the bottom-up or participative approach (see Maclaren 1996; Hardi et al. 1997; Bell et al. 

2003; Rosenström et al. 2007) and ignores a top-down or technocratic process. The design 

process for the City Monitor involved hundreds of stakeholders, potential users and ‘experts’ 

in several steps of the design process. Within this project we consider also local civil servants, 

local politicians and representatives of local organizations as experts, not only academics or 

consultants. Because of their experiential knowledge, those key actors within the cities are 

very well able to stipulate what urban sustainability should look like in the field of mobility, 

housing, culture, economy, care, education, etc. We organized dozens of so called 

‘stakeholders and expert meetings’ (workshops or focus groups) to develop the vision matrix, 

to select relevant ISDs, to fill in standard forms for each indicator, etc. In short, during these 

meetings, intentions and ISDs were discussed, added, fine-tuned and removed. For an 

extensive explanation of this participative approach, see Block et al. (2008, 2011). 

 

                                                 
6
 All intentions (in English) can be found in Block et al. (2008: 37-73).   
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The aim was always to reach a consensus on these complex issues. However, the vision matrix 

is not always a conclusive whole. There may be tensions, both within an activity domain 

(between conflicting intentions and different columns) and between activity domains. We did 

not eliminate these tensions; on the contrary, we tried to expose them. Obviously they form 

part of the discussions on strategic choices: not everything is possible at the same time. 

Discussions on trade-offs in assessing urban sustainability are a matter for policy-makers. 

Striving for consensus lead to questions about the systematic operationalisation of the concept 

of urban sustainability. By explicitly pursuing a consensus the question arose, for example, 

what consequences this has on the vision matrix and the intentions. Have the vision matrix and 

intentions become too predictable as a result? Are we above all dealing with intentions that 

are considered ‘politically correct’ or ‘just flat’? Have they been formulated too generally so 

that all kinds of interpretations are possible which conceal a large degree of disagreement or 

conflict? Opening up old or new conflicts is possibly an unintended effect of the intensive 

participatory way of working. But keeping democratic legitimacy, gathering different kinds of 

(experiential) knowledge, information and perspectives, creating a broad ownership of the City 

Monitor, stimulating ‘sustainability thinking’7, etc. were reasons to opt for a broad 

participative approach. A too narrow stakeholder participation succeeds probably in 

developing more radical visions concerning (urban) sustainability, but then questions arises on 

relevance, usability and democracy. Even more than the results of the indicators, the 

combined thinking processes about the search for, and the discussions concerning, intentions 

and indicators ensure the establishment of an urban platform for (a monitoring instrument for) 

urban sustainability.  

 

3.3. From a vision matrix to SDIs 

 

With our vision matrix and the intentions, we do remain on a ‘theory level’ with phenomena 

that are not measurable. Via indicators, we are able to proceed towards a so-called ‘research 

level’ (Masnavi 2007). Each indicator of the City Monitor must provide feedback about the 

evolution of complex phenomena in each city. We did not opt to use complex indices because 

we want to avoid ‘black boxes’ as much as possible. Because ‘urban sustainability’ is difficult to 

encompass, it was not possible to achieve the target number of indicators (100 or less). 

However as the City Monitor is aiming more at the (medium) long term, it is not necessary to 

                                                 
7
 Rosenström et al. (2007) argue that this approach can be seen as an awareness-raising tool. 
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update all the figures every year. It is sufficient to draw up a completely new edition every 

three or four years. 

 

The operationalisation or evolution of the conceptual intentions to measurable indicators took 

place in a participatory way, just as for the vision matrix. The second round of ‘stakeholders 

and expert meetings’ focused on the question of which indicators could be coupled to the 

intentions in the vision matrix. In order to avoid an explosion of indicators, the intentions were 

‘clustered’ during this quest thematically per domain and principle. A cluster consists of a 

number of intentions which jointly form an element or a theme, for which at least one or more 

indicators need to be designed. There are row clusters (intentions derived from a field of 

activities) and column clusters (intentions based on a principle). These clusters then needed to 

be translated into a set of desirable indicators so that the subject could be measured. The 

research team and all experts and stakeholders involved did not make things easy for 

themselves. In every case, they looked for the most desirable or ideal indicators. Our approach 

was not data driven. After processing the input from the many meetings and contacts, we had 

about 60 clusters linked to 640 draft indicators; too much of a good thing. It was necessary to 

select the most useful generic indicators in order to maintain the practical usefulness of the 

City Monitor. On the basis of a number of selection criteria it was then determined which draft 

indicators made sense to fill in and to collect the data. In short, the indicators must be very 

clearly related to the vision matrix, the interpretation of the data (concerning the evolution 

towards greater sustainability) must be clear, indicators related to several fields of activity are 

given priority (more strategic character) and indicators which affect the tasks of many actors in 

the city get preferential treatment (cf. urban governance setting)8. Especially during the 

selection process we were aware of our intersubjective approach.    

 

Table 2 shows an example of the cluster ‘Strengthening green spaces and nature’. Other 

clusters on nature and the environment are ‘Rational use of the environment’, ‘Improving the 

quality of the environment’ and ‘Strengthening of citizen participation in nature and 

environmental management’. For illustration, table 2 contains also the indicators (for the 

cluster on green spaces and nature) that survived our selection criteria. 

 

 

                                                 
8
 For a more extensive explanation see Van Assche et al. (2010) and Block et al. (2011).  Our selection criteria differ 

from the ‘SMART dogma’ that demands good indicators to be Specific, Measurable, Acceptable, Realistic, and Time-
related. 
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Table 2: Illustration of cluster: intentions and ISDs concerning green spaces & nature 

CLUSTER: STRENGTHENING GREEN SPACES & NATURE 

A.   Intentions from vision matrix (concerning green spaces & nature) 

General intentions and concerns: 

Quantity and quality of green spaces and nature are developed to meet the needs of all living creatures. 

Therefore there is a network structure in the city, stressing the combination between green spaces and 

water, and the relationship of green spaces in the city to the areas in the countryside. 

Among other things, this means: 

 City green spaces have various functions: an ecological and landscape function, a recreational and 

educational function, an urban planning and cultural-historical function, an aesthetic and 

psychological function and purifying and climate regulating function. 

 Green spaces in the city meet the needs of specific categories (such as residents from densely 

populated districts, young people, the elderly). 

 Green spaces in the city are accessible and open (admittedly depending to the capacity of the 

area). 

 The room for and quality of particular urban green spaces and nature are increased and 

strengthened. In this respect, the network structure is also very important for the wealth of species 

of plants and animals (biodiversity). 

 In areas with nature as the main function, soft recreation forms (walking, nature observation) are 

stimulated. In areas where the nature function is coordinate or subordinate, nature development 

and conservation are stimulated as much as possible. 

 In order to save open and green spaces in the city, careful use of space and the 

 maximum combination of infrastructures are promoted. 

 

B.   Selected indicators for the City Monitor 

 The foothold of green spaces in the neighbourhood   

 Surface area of green spaces   

 Surface area of valuable nature   

 Accessible public green spaces 

           - section: Accessible public green spaces in the neighbourhood   

          - section: Accessible green spaces in the city  

 

 

After the definitive selection of indicators we started to collect data. Existing data bases were 

used, new indicators were produced in cooperation with representatives of the city authorities 

and an extended survey in the 13 cities (8,000 respondents) was established. For the first time, 

a lot of data for each cities was collected in a reliable way. For the first edition of the City 

Monitor (2004), the list of selected indicators grew up to almost 200 indicators for each city. 
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There were some changes in the second (2006) and third edition (2008) – particularly because 

we improved in a participative way some ISDs – but the maybe overwhelming character of the 

City Monitor (a great deal of information at the same time) still remained. Although a 

profound research on the practical use of the City Monitor is lacking9, some small studies and 

positive notes from the 13 cities show that the support for this learning instrument is growing.  

 

4. Summary and conclusions 

 

Within the project City Monitor, the research team, the Flemish government (e.g. steering 

committee and experts) and the 13 cities (e.g. boards of mayor and alderman, town councillors 

and civil servants) have opted for SDIs that will teach us something about the state of the city, 

namely actor-exceeding and policy-exogenous indicators. In part 2 of this article we argued 

that cities are confronted with complex situations and evolutions, unplanned stream 

convergences, emergent problems and opportunities, multi-level and multi-actor governance, 

etc. and that this context requires – in addition to more traditional, rational-normative and 

actor related approaches – a specific way of dealing with indicators. Such a demarcation 

enables the use of the monitor as a learning and communication instrument for all actors 

involved in the urban (sustainable) development, in the hope that it will be employed as input 

in an array of many strategic debates and decision-making processes. The aim of such ISDs is to 

elevate the quality of the policy debate to a higher level. We have to acknowledge that such 

instruments probably constitute but one single element within a complex web of instruments 

and series (formal and informal) of complex processes that generally determine the outcomes.  

 

We argued also that the development of a monitor referring to the complex catch-all term 

‘urban sustainability’ benefits from an intensive co-design approach. In part 3 we illustrated 

the added value of involving experts, potential users and local stakeholders during the 

development of the set of SDIs. An intersubjective approach not only enhances the democratic 

legitimacy and brings along a broad ownership of the instrument, it also gathers useful 

knowledge and necessary capacities to unravel this container concept into a vision matrix on 

the one hand and to deal adequate with the tensions typical of development processes of ISDs 

on the other hand. And what’s more, this approach is able to stimulate the ‘sustainability 

thinking’ by all actors involved in the process. 

 

                                                 
9
 That kind of research could also provide insights in the discussion whether or not the large number of indicators is 

too much of an obstacle for the usefulness of the City Monitor. 
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